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Concept
During the analysis process of Badel block, we came to interesting informations about their past, developement and struggle. Whole their history is
meaningfull and inspirational story, which is waiting to be valuated. All across Europe, that kind of stories are told in museums, from a little ones in a
villages, telling us stories about small familly businesses, to a big ones in the cities. The idea of that kind of museum is born immediately.
Existing buildings (especially in the center of the block), with their form and the possition, make the image of one undefined structure, which creates
an ambient of disharmony. New urban actions on this location are expected to form simple structure, logically positioned. It is necessary to create a
special ambient, which contains lively, interesting atmosphere as well as functional logic. Future architecture of Badel block should be inviting, but in
the same time should create the effect of individuality and suistanbility.

Following this high demands, we created urban concept of the block, which contains multiple urban factors. The first one is main structure. This is a
form which frames the block, starting from the Residential building in Šubićeva Street, to a new Residential building in Derenčinova Street. Their form
and possition follows one of the existing streets, as well as our analysis of the shading and other climate factors. Total area of the building is planned
acording to reqired areas. The idea of forming urban harmony and simlicity, influenced on the final form of the main building, which is pretty
compact. The most of required amenities are located in this structure: residential use, most of commercial premises, city hotel, most of retail shops,
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a part of cultural and leisure amenities. These amenities are carefully located within the structure, according to needed orientation, as well as their
location in existing and planned urban structure. Three underground storeys are provided for parking.
The form of the building is inspired by simple shapes, that are ritmically repeated all over existing structures: Umbrellas on the nearby square,
windows on the old facades, the architecture of Badel company administrative building. The idea is to create the module (unit), as spacial and
functional solution that matches with needs of all amenities. That micro structure should be ritmically repeated, somewhere added to the big
structure, somewhere subtract. Dimensions of this micro structure are.......... This aestetical concept symbolises diversity and individuality, as well as
convenience and arrangement. The facade of Gorica factory building is kept, and integrated in new structure, which accentuate the old, historically
important facade. One of the entrances in the complex would be on the main entrance of the former Gorica factory building. The space behind this
facade would be provided for cultural amenities, such as galleries, libraries...
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On the contact with existing buildings, new building height follows the height of that objects, further, there are more storeys added, in the form of
cascades. With this kind of form object has from 8 storeys in some parts to 13 storeys on its highest parts. The height of the building is determined by
existing structures in the nearby area, as well as by need for special mark points. With this kind of concept a roof is provided for attractive green
gardens.
The design process of main structure is combined with the design process of public urban space, wich includes the analysis of views, public flows...
During that process, a few modules in the ground and first floor are subtracted on the communication key spots used for physical and eye contact
between outer and inner space of the block. The biggest passage of this type is made on the corner of Derenčinova and Martićeva Street. Above, the
building has their biggest height, making their peak of the structure. This form has a strong visual effect on the viewers, because their architecture
accented Yeast production factory building in the middle of the inner space of the block, which is provided for museum, with a little intimate square
in the front. Another passage is located in Derenčinova Street, on the contact with the existing Residential building. This passage is important
because it makes a connection to the linear green park, which is located in the north part of the block. Except vegetation, this park also has an
important hystorical point – old kept facade, which is a part of musee au plain air. Third, and most important passage is located in Šubićeva Street,
across the square with red umbrellas. The biggest pedestrian traffic is expected trough this passage, because of the nearby square and inviteing and
attractive views from the Kvaternik square.
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The view trough this passage accents an interesting urban structure - the second urban form, formed in the inner space of the block. On this big
public area, we had an idea of forming multiple amenities in multiple layers, without creating a big and strong structures. This space needs amenities
of open and free character, which have a higher, cultural purpose, as well as amenities of open and commercial character, as coffe shops and
restaurants. Combineing this two amenities in space, we formed an open, free space in the shape of comfortable stairs, in the function of casual
seating and observing musee au plain air. Below this structures, we formed public spaces with commercial character – coffe shops and restaurants,
which are keeping the space alive during the winter period. The structure with the better orientation has a possibility of using a part of the outer
public space in the summertime. The storey bellow ground, is planned to connect this space with the museum – old Yeast production factory
building, and the space is provided for commercial and cultural amenities, like cinemas, shopping malls, multimedial spaces...Other two storeys
bellow are provided for parking lots.

Third urban structure is the old Yeast production factory
building. The possition of this building is ideal in the
inner space of the block. This form accents and
symbolises the history of the block, and keeps it alive
and present. Their use as a museum of developement of
the block and the factories that existed here, is natural
and logic. The museum, the square, and the segment of
the main structure in the front, are making the
important point of the cultural life.
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Traffic
The traffic of the block is made of two accesses to the three underground storeys below the main structure which are provided for parking. There are
two more storeys below the central part of the block, which are also used for parking lots. This two storeys are connected with the underground
storeys of the main structure. Inner space of the block is provided for pedestrian traffic only.

Connections between new and old urban forms
Planned main structure is connected to the two existing buildings, which is not only possible but logical. This new structure makes a smooth cascades
between the hight of the existing buildings and their own hight. Aesteticaly, the object is designed following the logic of existing forms, and pretends
to become a landmark of the area, symbolizeing development and prosperity on the foundations of past epoques.
The facade of former Gorica factory is integrated in the facade of new object. The amenities behind this facade are provided to culture, like galleries,
libraries, workshops...
Just across, there is an old Yeast production factory building, which is kept and transformed into a museum. This object with their form and possition
gives an atmosphere of intimity and individuality to the block. The square in the front of the museum pretends to becoma a main place of gathering
and exchangeing informations before important culural events.
The building on the north part of the block is removed, but the facade is kept, as a part of the musee au plain air, with interactive projections and
audio visual performances. This musee is integrated in the structure of linear green park, which visually separates the existing structure and planned
structure. This park is ideal for physical activities of the users of the block.
The structure formed on the east side of the museum, accents musee au plain air and gives attractive views, as well as possibility of social activities.
The commercial and cultural amenities are located in the storey below ground, and on that level they are connected with the museum.
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Sustainability
Social sustainability is obvious. There are multiple amenities in the block that are refering to each other. This also guarantees economic sustainability.
Cultural and commercial amenities are in close connection, without disturbing each other but refering to each other. The inner space of the block
with two other squares in the other blocks, are making a strong web of social and commercial amenities.
Ecological sustainability
Planned structures with their amenities are located following the rules of ecological sustainability (orientation, shading). The modular concept of
main structure gives a great opportunity of making green gardens on cascade rooftops.
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